Example, number of unknown: x, y, z meshes (100x100x100) x 50 groups x 80 directions x 8 byte/word = 32 GB Perform an experiment on a computer; Perform an experiment on a computer; " " exact exact " " simulation of a physical process simulation of a physical process Quarter Core Symmetry
Number of meshes (~333,000) Hybrid domain decomposition methods are effective; Hybrid domain decomposition methods are effective; however, they require a however, they require a significant amount of memory, significant amount of memory, and may also require and may also require large buffer sizes large buffer sizes. .
To be able to solve real To be able to solve real--world problems, it is essential to world problems, it is essential to allow for allow for variable meshing or variable grid densities variable meshing or variable grid densities. This, . This, however, requires the use of effective projection however, requires the use of effective projection schemes for preserving solution accuracy. We have schemes for preserving solution accuracy. We have developed such a developed such a projection scheme projection scheme, Taylor Projection , Taylor Projection Mesh Coupling, which is Mesh Coupling, which is highly effective highly effective, but requires , but requires significant memory significant memory. .
